
TOOLS NEEDED HARDWARE

4RUNNER 5TH GEN STRIKE SLIDER 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

• Pry tool

• Ratchet

• 12 & 13 mm & 9/16 socket

• 5/16 drill bit

• 8mm-1.25 Hex head Flange Bolt qty. 22

• 3/8 Hex Head Self Threading Screws qty. 3

• 5/15-18 x 3/8” Hex Head Bolt qty. 8

Please read the instructions below carefully before attempting to install. 

**2010- 2013 and 2010+ Limited models will need to remove or trim the 

rocker trim. You have the option to remove the trim and replace it with 

the 2014+ rocker trim.**

Toyota Part Numbers:

75805-35130

75806-35100

75875-35010

75858-35010



Remove the plastic clips along the frame

Remove the three bolts holding the gas tank skid in place. Then remove 

the bolt holding up the brake line and any other lines (KDSS if you have it).

1.

2.

Use a jack to raise the slider into place. Make sure the slider is slid 

between the frame and the gas tank skid as shown in the picture below. 

(and between the frame and KDSS if you have it)

Driver side. 

3.



With your slider in place, begin loosely installing bolts into the mounting 

holes. One you get all of the bolts installed, tighten the bottom bolts (Image 

2) to bring the slider against the frame before tightening the other bolts. 

Once the bottom bolts are tight, go back and tighten the rest of the bolts. If 

you have KDSS, you will bolt it back on over the slider mounting plate.

4.

Repeat the same steps on the passenger side.

On the passenger side, you will need to drill two holes to 5/16” if you are 

using them as rock sliders.

5.



Once the two holes are drilled, use two 3/8” self-tapping bolts with a 9/16” 

wrench to secure the bolts. (do not over tighten them, just until they are 

snug)

6.

You will find one bolt hole on the passenger side that is smaller than the 

others. Once you find the smaller hole use a self-tapping bolt to secure it. 

That’s it! Enjoy your new sliders!

7.

8.


